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The purpose of this research is to determine whether
the public has an elevated amount of trust in the industry
of the mass media.

The data for the research come from the

2005 Eurobarometer 64.2. The participants consist of the
population of the respective countries of the European
Union Member States.

The participants are all more than 15

years of age. The results of this study show that certain
groups of people have an elevated amount of trust in the
media, but overall the dependent variables used explain
little with regard to trust in the mass media.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
All across the United States, listeners
reacted. Thousands of people called radio
stations, police and newspapers. Many in the
New England area loaded up their cars and fled
their homes. In other areas, people went to
churches to pray. People improvised gas masks.
Miscarriages and early births were reported.
Deaths, too, were reported but never confirmed.
Many people were hysterical. They thought the
end was near.... The power of radio had fooled the
listeners.
(War of the Worlds Website, undated)
This statement was written as an account of the events
that occurred on Sunday, October 30, 1938 after the
broadcast by Orson Welles of the radio version of H. G.
Wells' book War of the Worlds.

The purpose of the

broadcast was to keep the listeners' attention, but the end
result was panic and uproar.

Many people even sued Wells

after they learned the truth (War of the Worlds Website,
undated).

Dorothy Thompson of the New York Tribune

foresaw that the broadcast revealed the way
politicians could use the power of mass
communications to create theatrical
illusions, to manipulate the public.
(Sanes 2000:para 6)
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Those people that were unfortunate enough to fall for the
story portrayed by the broadcast were later subject to
large-scale, public ridicule.
The mass media industry can have a huge effect on and
control over the lives of the public.

Ken Sanes explains

this relationship well with the following statement:
We live in a time in which the ability to
create deceptive simulations, especially for
television, has become essential to the exercise
of power. And the inability to see through
these deceptions has become a form of powerlessness. (Sanes 2000:para 15)
There are many different forms of mass media such as
television, radio, Internet resources, and print sources
such as newspapers and magazines.
The research question of this particular study
involves public trust in mass media.

The purpose of this

research is to determine whether the public has an elevated
amount of trust in the industry of the mass media.
Through the use of conflict theory and interaction
order I have shown both sides of the issue of trust in the
mass media by the public.

Karl Marx's conflict theory

offers an explanation for the tendency of the mass media
industry to be biased and not always to tell the whole
story (Marx [1848] 1998; Marx and Engels [1849] 1993).
facilitators (i.e., the bourgeoisie) of mass media use

The
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information as a tool to hold the public (i.e., the
proletariat) in a state that is comfortable to the
bourgeoisie.

Erving Goffman's theory of interaction order

explains the need for the public to trust mass media
portrayals as fact in order to maintain a state of normalcy
(Goffman 1971).
The data for this research came from a 2005
Eurobarometer 64.2. The participants consist of the
population of the citizens of the European Union Member
States.
age.

The participants are all more than 15 years of

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
For almost anyone who has a television, there is a
weekday ritual known as the evening news. It may be relied
upon by school children in the winter to see if they are
going to have the pleasure of a snow day, or it may be
relied upon in times of tragedy, such as the infamous
September 11, 2001. The industry of mass media has a huge
place in our world, not only as a provider of information.
It also plays a role in many other areas such as the
economy, the political arena, and the everyday lives of
United States citizens.
With the emergence of the Internet, accessing news
information and other reports about what is going on in the
world is even easier for people. For the most part what is
stated on the news or in the newspaper is taken as fact. It
is natural, even for the well educated, to trust what is
being stated on the news or in the newspaper. The news
media are trusted because the employees of this industry
have researched what is being said and have a duty to
report the unbiased truth. Or do they? Beginning with Karl
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Marx, many social theorists have been inclined to question
the legitimacy of the mass media.
Theoretical Definition of Trust
Before discussing the theory's related to the issue of
trust in the mass media, giving a theoretical definition of
trust is important. "The idea of truth points ultimately to
a form of interaction that is free from all distorting
influences" (McCarthy 1982:308). The notion of trust is one
that has only recently been examined by sociology. The idea
of social trust is one that can be somewhat difficult to
define. Niklas Luhmann felt that trust had an important
role in social relations.

(Luhmann 1982, 1988, 1995)

Susanne Holstrom acknowledges that trust allows us to act
without knowledge and that we need trust in unpredictable
situations (2007:258). Trust is something that is
constantly tested; and if that test is failed, that trust
can be lost.
Trust is tested through public relations, and the mass
media are consistently in the business of public relations.
Truthfulness is proven by the communicator's actions
(Habermas 1984). Foucault considered truth a form of power
(Foucault 1988:107). Thus, trust in the mass media gives
them a source of power.
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Conflict Theory
Conflict theory can be broken down into a few basic
principles. The first principle shows that systematic
features of society are rife with conflicting interests.
Second, social systems systematically generate conflict;
therefore, conflict is an inevitable and pervasive feature
of society. Third, conflict tends to be manifested in
bipolar opposition of interests. Fourth, conflict usually
occurs over distribution of and access to scarce and
valuable resources. Last, conflict is the source of social
change in society (Ritzer 1996:258-70).
Marxist Theory
The main conflict that Karl Marx was attempting to
describe was the division between the two main classes, the
bourgeois and the proletariat (Marx [1848]1998:167). These
two opposing groups were the source of conflict. Marx was
an advocate of "centralisation [sic] of the means of
communication...in the hands of the State" (Marx
[1848]1998:178). To Marx and Engels the bourgeois had the
upper hand and the ability to hold the proletariat in a
state of false consciousness (Marx and Engels

[1849]1993).

This false consciousness keeps the proletariat down by
giving them an artificial sense of reality.
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In Marxist thought, as unbiased as the media are
supposed to be, the mass media are still an industry. The
industry is controlled by the modern-day bourgeois (i.e.,
government and the wealthy). To keep the citizenry in a
state of false consciousness, there is an allowed, not a
full blown, release of information. For example, there was
little media attention given to the deaths of hundreds of
looters that lost their lives in the collapse of the World
Trade Center on September 11, 2001. The government, having
the desire to exude, only patriotism, conveniently kept this
type of information out of the many hours of news coverage
of this event. This control over broadcasting material can
be related to Marx's idea of a false consciousness.
Neo-Marxist Theory
Marxist theory is well respected in many disciplines,
but, his revolution and Utopian community have yet to come
into being. Many theories use Marx's conflict theory as a
springboard for their own interpretations.
Ralf Dahrendorf' s Principles. Dahrendorf believed that
classes and conflict groups were the same entities
(Dahrendorf [1959]1996:242). This belief means that the
differentiation between classes would naturally spawn
conflict. The ruling or elite classes would not be
representative in the true sense of the word, but they
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would be authoritative and controlling figures of the
masses. Mass media and other means of mass communication
could possibly be the only available avenues for disclosure
between these two groups because disclosure is a difficult
endeavor to complete (Dahrendorf [1959]1996:239). Again the
ruling or elite class would be in control of the means and
also in control of the ends.
Theodore Adorno and Max Horkheimer's Principles. "In
our age the objective social tendency is incarnate in the
hidden subjective purposes of company directors" (Adorno
and Horkheimer [1947]1989:181-82). Adorno and Horkheimer
agreed that even cultural outlets, such as music and film,
could be turned in whatever direction the ruling class
(i.e., company directors) wanted them to be turned. This
idea can also hold true for news and newspapers. They are
often either owned or have their content regulated by the
directors of other parent or sister companies, thus leaving
no room for an unbiased opinion because, if the material
cannot be presented favorably to those in control, it
simply will not be presented.
Modern Theory Involving Media and Trust
As the modern world becomes increasingly
unpredictable, formless, and complex, the growing
desire for normality and trust attracts increasing
attention from social scientists. (Misztal 2001:312)
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This statement adds some insight into the phenomenon
of the public's tendency to trust anything and everything
presented by the mass media as truth. There are many
examples in today's society of people not trusting each
other, but there is a need for people to trust in
something. That something to trust in becomes the mass
media industry.
Interaction Order
Barbara Misztal theorizes that the relationship
between normalcy and trust can best be understood through
Erving Goffman's theory of interaction order (Misztal
2001:312). Goffman saw normal appearances as meaning it is
"safe and sound to continue with the activity at hand with
only peripheral attention given to checking up on the
stability of the environment" (Goffman 1971:283). People
need to have things appear normal to continue with everyday
activities. This idea can give some explanation as to the
reasons surrounding the news' tendency not to tell the
whole truth always and the reason the public often hears
and believes only what they want to hear and believe.
The individuals, such as newscasters and anchors, that
make up the front stage of television and radio news are
required to play a role. They must present themselves as
trustworthy, respectable, and intelligent. This
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presentation of self can and will be destroyed if the
consumer, such as the television viewer, enters the
backstage or finds out that some information that has been
given is false. This entrance to the backstage can occur
because of an inappropriate intrusion, which occurs when
the audience enters the backstage to find that the
performer's activity is not compatible with the impression
that he or she is trying to present, or a faux pas, which
occurs when the performer accidentally makes a contribution
to the destruction of his or her own image (Goffman
1959:209).
Synthesis of Conflict Theory and Interaction Order
Truly to be able to understand the need of the public
to trust fully what the mass media states to be true, we
need to fuse the theories of interaction order and conflict
together. Conflict theory allows for explanation of why the
industry of the mass media states as fact what it wants the
public to believe, and interaction order allows for the
explanation of why the public believes what the mass media
states as fact. These two factors must be present for the
dynamics of these relationships to play out their parts
harmoniously-

CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Over the years there have been many questions asked in
regard to the industry of the mass media and its chosen
representation of the facts.

Some of the questions may

regard displayed content, biased opinion, or even the
motives of the messengers.

There have even been instances

of the mass media causing the public to question each
other, not just the industry. "Trust is considered an
important basis for social order and a foundation for
social cohesion." (Kohring and Matthes 2007: 231)
"It's on the News, It Must be True."
Education and income level are not necessarily factors
in the level of trust afforded to the industry of the mass
media.

The most important factor with regard to level of

trust lies in the content portrayed, not in the demographic
characteristics, political persuasions, or economic
situations of the patrons (Gunther 1992:156).

This fact

shows that even intelligent, high-income, or liberal
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members of the public are at risk of falling under the
spell of the representation presented by the mass media. In
a period of two years there has been a significant increase
in the amount of trust that people have in the mass media's
presentation fairness (Bennett, Rhine, and Flickinger
2001:170-71).
Age
John Pierce found that age, party, and ideology were
interrelated with the amount of trust given to TV
newspeople.

As age increases the amount of party and

ideology correlation in relation to TV increases
dramatically (Pierce 1977:311).

It has also been found

that the type of mass media that is relied upon for
information varies among age groups (Oskam and Hudson
1999:292).

Age is a very significant factor, especially

for the Generation X group, those born after 1963, in the
area of interpersonal trust (Shah, McLeod, and Yoon
2001:497).
Gender/Sex
Statistics show that gender actually has a weak effect
on perceptions of trust in the mass media (Ten Eyck 2000).
When it comes to the persuasive nature of advertising, it
has been argued that women easily fall prey more often and
to a greater degree than do men (Solomon 2000).

They are
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more heavily targeted by television advertisers because on
the whole they are home more often to watch TV.

Jean

Kilbourne discussed this phenomenon in her book Deadly
Persuasion, but the women for whom she was writing it never
found out about it because it was never reviewed,
mentioned, or advertised on television shows or
commercials. (Solomon 2000)

This example shows the effect

that the mass media can have on the circulation and
portrayal of information to certain targeted groups (i.e.,
females).
Education and College Major
Education has become a more significant factor
regarding public opinion and the media (Bennett et al.
2001:170-71).

It has been shown that education level is a

factor when the correlation is made between TV power,
political party, and ideology (Pierce 1977).

It has also

been found that the type of mass media source used by a
person is highly correlated with that person's educational
level (Oskam and Hudson 1999:296).
Political Views
It has also been found that conservatives are able to
"use all of the tools of mass marketing better than
liberals" (O'Keefe 2002:D-2).

Yet it has been found that

the level of political participation increases the
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correlation between TV power, ideology, and party (Pierce
1977:312).

A September 2002 Gallop Poll showed that

Americans that claim to be liberal are more likely than
those who claim to be conservative to say that they trust
the media (Carlson 2002).

Political ideology is the most

significant factor when it comes to various issues
regarding trust (Bennett et al. 2001; Oskam and Hudson
1999; Pierce 1977; Shah et al. 2001; Ten Eyck 2000).
Normality and Social Trust
The term social trust means "an attitude toward other
people who are not kin or intimates." (Cappella 2002:230)
"Trust is considered an important basis for social order
and a foundation for social cohesion." (Kohring and Matthes
2007:231) This trust can be easily strained. It is
obviously strained when people are lied to and then later
learn the truth but also when people are not given what
they consider to be all of the facts about a situation or
event.

The media have a tendency to produce more

ideological and not completely true accounts for viewing by
the general public (Cotterrell 1999:419).

There is

evidence that the use of emotional appeals, explicit
conclusions, one-sided presentations, specific statements,
and concrete suggestions by the mass media can be effective
techniques (Auster 1965:401).

The mass media spend a great
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deal of money to learn what steps to take in order to
engage public interest and maintain public trust.
The Mass Media as an Industry
"Mass media produce and use information to divert
attention from important matters, to change or confuse the
meanings of events, to turn public concerns into matters of
entertainment." (Cotterrell 1999:415)

These diversions

seem to be what the mass media do best; after all the mass
media are an industry.

The diversion created by the mass

media allows the public to remain in a state of ignorance
and keeps them from questioning what is really happening
(Chomsky 1997).

According to Fields and Schuman, there is

a phenomenon that is referred to as pluralistic ignorance.
It is the false world in which people operate (Fields and
Schuman 1976:427).
The mass-media industry is aware of the fact that
public trust in them is important to their success.

The

American Society of Newspaper Editors even went so far as
sponsoring a "journalism credibility project" (Lambert
1998:40).

The idea of being able to control the masses

through media and the manipulation of public opinion has
evolved into what could be called a nonempirical science
(Mercola 2001).
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Public Opinion
The mass media have a strange way of making or
breaking public opinion.

People allow the media to

persuade them to agree with ideas and even to change their
opinions completely about things.

The mass media are more

effective in this process if they use "persuasive press
inferences" than if they give a hostile perception (Gunther
and Christen 2002:181).

Thus, we have the creation of the

concept of mass media attractiveness.

Since the beginning

of time society has held the "beautiful people" at a
different level of standards from the rest of society.

The

persuasive press inference states that individuals often
presume public opinion from perceptions of the content of
media coverage, and assumptions regarding the content have
substantial influence on others (Gunther, Christen,
Liebhart, and Chia 2001:298).

All people believe that

their ideas and opinions are correct.

A problem arises

when the public is using the mass media as the authority
figure with the capability to set the norms of society.

In

this real-life scenario we lose objective public opinion
and rely on perceived public opinion (Fields and Schuman
1976; Gunther et al. 2001).

When the higher powers are

paying for control over information, we are left with only
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the information that they want us to receive and nothing
more.
The Industries
The credibility of mass media is something that has
been under study before, but previous studies tend to look
at comparisons between forms of media.

They found that the

impact of the image is more dependent on the publication or
channel than anything else (Hovland, Janis, and Kelley
1953:19).

In one study by Kiousis it was found that the

public has a greater tendency to trust print sources, such
as newspapers and magazines, as opposed to television or
Internet sources (2001:391).

But, it was also found that,

if all three of the sources were stating the same facts,
then they would almost automatically be accepted as truth
without further investigation (Kiousis 2001:396).
Examples of Misconceptions
The ability to confuse audiences en masse
may have first become obvious as a result of
one of the most infamous mistakes in history.
(Sanes 2000:para. 1)
The War of the Worlds broadcast has been the most
widely known example of the ability of one of the forms of
the mass-media industry to fool an audience and actually
cause life-changing events for the public.

An entire
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region of the United States fell prey to a radio version of
a novel and honestly believed that the end was near.
Most conspiracy theorists believe that public
institutions are and probably have always been
untrustworthy when public institutions, such as
corporations and government, are concerned (Basham
2001:270).

With the view that the mass media are

industries (i.e., corporations), they can be interpreted as
untrustworthy public institutions.

Journalists have been

caught making up stories, rushing stories, and accepting
payment from the government in exchange for news coverage
(Tatum 2007).

Art and mass media often represent an

illusionary reality instead of a true one (Carroll
1987:398).

For example, instead of presenting Osama bin

Laden's actual statements, they were interpreted for the
public by the media.

If the public would have had a chance

to hear translations, like the statement made by Bin Laden
"the incidents that have taken place...are only reactions and
reciprocal actions" was reinterpreted as "Bin Laden vows to
attack" in an American Online headline (Perlman 2002).
While attempting other research subjects, there have
been times when the information was just not out there.

In

the search for information regarding domestic violence and
the military, there was nothing.

This inability to
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discover information does not mean that there is not a
correlation between these two things but simply that no one
is willing to make it public.

"In the computer age, the

question of knowledge is now more than ever a question of
government" (Lyotard [1984]1993:377-78).

CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this research is to focus on and
explore the public's tendency to interpret as true
everything published or presented by various forms of the
mass media.

In the Information Age the public relies upon

various forms of mass media as their link to the rest of
the world.
Hypotheses
I have found, through conflict theory and interaction
order theory, an explanation for both sides of this issue
regarding trust.

With Marx's conflict theory, I have found

that mass media feel that they must lie to keep order
between classes.

Goffman's theory of interaction order

leads to the finding that the public needs to trust what
the mass media states as fact to remain in a state of
normalcy.

The purpose of this research is to examine the

determinants of public trust in the mass media.

Based on

the literature review and theoretical explanations the
following hypotheses will be tested:
Hi:

Participants who are employed professionals or in
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management positions will have more trust in the
mass media than participants who are not.
H2:

Participants who live in rural areas will have
more trust in the mass media than will
participants in urban areas.

H3:

Female participants will have more trust in the
mass media than will male participants.

H4:

Younger participants will have more trust in the
mass media than will older participants.

H5:

Respondents that self-report right

(conservative)

political views will have more trust in the mass
media than will respondents with political views
considered left (liberal).
Sample Design
The data for this research came from a 2005
Eurobarometer 64.2. The study depicts attitudes on the
European constitution, globalization, energy resources, and
agricultural policy.

The survey was conducted between

October 11th and November 15th of 2005.

The participants

consist of the population of the respective European Union
Member States as well as Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia, and
Turkey.

The participants are all age 15 and over.

Sampling points were drawn with probability
proportional to the country's population density and size.
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In each area a starting address was determined at random,
and then every Nth address was used to determine the random
route.

The interviews were conducted face-to-face using

the participant's national language.
Variables
The dependent variable in this analysis is trust in
the media. In QA7 the participant is told, "I would like to
ask you a question about how much trust you have in certain
institutions. For each of the following institutions,
please tell me if you tend to trust it or tend not to trust
it."

The responses are "tend to trust," "tend not to

trust," and "don't know (DK)."

For the purpose of this

research, only the first three institutions will be
considered.

The first three institutions are the press,

radio, and television.
The independent variables used in the analysis include
occupation, rurality, gender, age, and political ideology.
To measure occupation the Eurobarometer asks participants
in D15a "What is your current occupation?" These answers
will be categorized by dividing professional and management
occupations from all others.

This variable has the

following response categories: responsible for ordinary
shopping and looking after the home, or without any current
occupation, not working; student; unemployed or temporarily
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not working; retired or unable to work through illness;
farmer, fisherman, professional (lawyer, medical
practitioner, accountant, architect, etc.); owner of a
shop, craftsman, other self-employed person; business
proprietor, owner (full or partner) of a company; employed
professional (employed lawyer, medical practitioner,
accountant, architect, etc.); general management, director
or top management (managing director, director general,
other director); middle management, other management
(department head, junior manager, teacher, technician);
employed position, working mainly at a desk; employed
position, not at a desk but traveling (salesman, driver,
etc.); employed position, not at desk, but in a service job
(hospital, restaurant, police, fireman, etc.); supervisor;
skilled manual labor; other (unskilled) manual worker,
servant.
In Dl the participant is asked, "In political matters
people talk of "the left" and "the right." How would you
place your views on this scale?"

The scale consists of

numbers one through ten, with one being left and 10 being
right.

For the purposes of this study, one and two were

considered extreme left, three and four were considered
middle left, five and six were considered centrist, seven
and eight were considered middle right, and nine and ten

were considered extreme right.
Age is determined by asking the participant "How old
are you?" in question Dll.
value of his or her age.

The participant gives the year
Gender is noted in D10 and is

divided into male and female categories only.
In D25 participants are asked to characterize the
areas in which they reside. They are asked "Would you say
that you live in a...?"

They are given the options of rural

area or village, small or middle-sized town, large town or
don't know (DK).
Analysis
This study used correlational analysis and regression
analysis to determine the relationships between current
occupation, political views, gender and age, and trust in
media institutions. It looked to see if these factors can
significantly predict the population who tend to trust in
the mass media.

CHAPTER V
RESEARCH FINDINGS
In this study the following hypotheses have been
proposed:
Hi:

Respondents who are employed professionals or in
management positions will have more trust in the
mass media than respondents who are not.

H2:

Respondents who live in rural areas will have
more trust in the mass media than will
respondents in urban areas.

H3:

Female respondents will have more trust in the
mass media than will male respondents.

H4:

Younger respondents will have more trust in the
mass media than will older respondents.

H5:

Respondents that self-report right political
views will have more trust in the mass media than
will respondents with political views considered
left.

The hypotheses were examined through correlation and
regression analysis. Trust was divided into three
categories; trust in press, trust in radio, and trust in
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television. Table 1 shows the correlations between the
dependent and independent variables.
Looking at the table, it appears that the
relationships are supported but not very strongly.
Hypothesis one, concerning professionals, was very slightly
supported by the correlations in Table 1. While
professionals are no more or less trusting of the press
(r=.00), they are slightly more likely to trust radio and
television than are nonprofessionals (r=.02 and .04,
respectively). The second hypothesis was also slightly
supported, that rural respondents were very slightly more
likely to trust radio and television (r=-.02 and -.04).
The third hypothesis was very slightly supported in
that females have more trust in radio and television (r=.01
and .02) while males have more trust in the press (r=-.02).
The fourth hypothesis concerning age was supported with
trust in all three forms of media, as age decreases trust
increases (r=-.04, -.04, and -.02). The final hypothesis is
supported as well. Respondents who considered themselves
politically right have more trust in all three forms of
media (r=.01, .01, and .04).
When the five hypotheses are examined using
multivariate logistic regression, the results are

Table 1. Bivariate Correlations among Variables (N=20587)
Trust
Trust in
in
Trust in
Political
Press
Television Occupation
Ideology
Variable
Radio
Trust in
Radio

0.57***

Trust in
Television

0.52***

0. 63***

Occupation

-0.001

0. 02**

0. 04***

0. 01

0 . 02***

0. 02***

-0.02***

-0 . 10***

0.02***

Political
Ideology

0 . 01

Age

Sex

Age

-0. 04*** -0.04***

Sex

-0.02*

0.01

0.02**

0. 01***

-0. 02**

— 02
-0.

-0 . 01
**p<.01

-0.02*
***p<.001

-0.04***

-0 . 07***

-0. 02***

-0.07***

Community
* p<.05

^

^

* *

0.02*

somewhat different from those is Table 1. Table 2 shows no
significant relationship between trust in press and
occupation, political ideology, and type of community that
is consistent with the previous bivariate findings in the
correlation matrix (Table 1). Hypothesis three continues to
be supported in the multivariate case in that females have
more trust in press than do males. So, when trust in
television and radio are regressed, the results are
different from those shown in the correlations in Table 1.
The fourth hypothesis is supported in Table 2 by showing
that, as age increases, trust in press decreases. This
relationship is also consistent with that shown in Table 1.
Table 2. Regression between Trust in Press and Independent
Variables (N=20587)
B
Exp (B)
Occupation

-0. 04

0. 96

0.01

1.01

Age

-0. 01

0. 995***

Sex

0. 06

1.07*

-0. 02
***p<.001

0. 98

Political Ideology

Type of Community
* p<. 05
**p<. 01

Table 3 shows the relationships between trust in radio
regressed on my independent variables. Significant
relationships are found between trust in radio and
occupation, age, and type of community- Hypothesis one is

supported by showing that respondents with management
positions and employed professionals have more trust in
radio than do respondents with other occupations.
Hypothesis two is supported because respondents who live in
areas that they categorize as large towns have less trust
in radio. Again, the fourth hypothesis is supported in
that, as age increases, trust in radio decreases.
Table 3. Regression between Trust in Radio and
Independent Variables (N=20587)
B
Exp (B)
Occupation

0. 10

1.01*

Political Ideology

0. 01

1.01

Age

-0 . 01

0. 995***

Sex

-0 . 05

0. 95

Type of Community
* p<. 05
**p<. 01

-0 . 06
***p<. 001

0. 95

Table 4 shows the relationships between trust in
television regressed on the independent variables.
Significant relationships are found among all dependent
variables and trust in television; this coincides with the
significant relationships shown in Table 1.
In this table the first hypothesis in not supported
because it shows that respondents with management positions
and employed professionals have less trust in television
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Table 4. Regression between Trust in Television and
Independent Variables (N=20587)
B
Exp (B)
Occupation

-0.20

0.82***

Political Ideology

0.02

1.03***

-0.004

0. 996***

Age
Sex
Type of Community
* p<. 05
**p<. 01

-0.06

0. 94*

-0. 10
***p<.001

0. 91***

than do respondents with other occupations. Hypothesis two
is supported by the table showing that respondents who live
in areas that they categorize as large towns have less
trust in television. Hypothesis three is not supported by
the data in Table 4 in that it shows that females have less
trust in television than do males. For a third time the
fourth hypothesis is supported, Table 4 shows that, as age
increases, trust in television decreases. This table is the
first to show support for hypothesis five in showing that
those respondents who consider themselves right when it
comes to political matters have more trust in television.
A second correlation matrix was calculated to examine
further the relationships between the source to which
respondents go when looking for information about the
European Union and the independent variables further. The
assumption is that respondents would go to media sources
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that they trust for information about the EU. The sources
listed in the Eurobarometer were: newspaper, magazines,
television, radio, and the Internet.
The data in Table 5 show the bivariate relationships
between the independent variables and the source of media
that the respondents use when looking for information about
the European Union, its policies, and its institutions.
Here we see that professionals are more likely to look to
newspapers, magazines, and the Internet (r=.09, .07, and
.19) for information on the European Union, while
nonprofessionals are more likely to look to television for
information (r=--04). There is no variation regarding the
use of radio for information on the European Union. Those
respondents with political views considered left are very
slightly more likely to look to newspaper as a source of
information about the European Union (r=-.01), while those
who are right are very slightly more likely to look to all
/

other sources (all other r=.01). Older respondents are more
likely to look to newspaper, television, and radio (r=.03,
.07, and .09) for information on the European Union, and
younger respondents are more likely to look to magazines
and the Internet (r=-.01 and -.30). Respondents who live in
urban areas are more likely to use newspapers, magazines,

Table 5. Bivariate Correlations among Variables

(N=20586)
Political

Variables

Newspapers

Magazines

Television

Radio

Internet

Occupation

Magazines

0 . 19***

Television

0.25*"

0.13***

Radio

0.25***

0.20***

0.31***

Internet

0.08***

0.11***

-0.09***

0.00

Occupation

0.09***

0.07***

-0.04***

0.00

0.19*"

Ideology

-0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02***

Age

0.03*"

-0.01

0.07***

0.09***

-0.30***

-0.10***

Sex

-0.03*"

-0.01

-0.01"

-0.03***

-0.06***

-0.10*"

Ideology

Age

Sex

Political

Type of
Community
* p<.05

0.03*"
**P5-01

0.03*"

-0.02*

-0.02*"

0.09*"

0.07***

?

0.02***

-0.02**

-0.02"'

-0.02**

-0.07***

0.02*

*"p<-001

U)
to

and the Internet (r=.03, .03, and .09) as a source for
information about the European Union while rural
respondents are more likely to use television and radio
(r=-.02 and -.02) .
The data in Table 6 show the multivariate
relationships between the use of newspaper as a source for
information on the European Union regressed on the
independent variables. The table shows significant
relationships between occupation, political ideology, age,
sex, and type of community and relying on newspaper as a
source for information on the European Union. Respondents
with management positions and employed professionals,
respondents that were older, and respondents who live in
areas that they categorize as large towns mentioned
newspaper as a source that they use when looking for
information on the European Union. Those in professional
and management positions were 59 percent more likely to use
newspapers as a source. Those respondents who are male and
consider themselves to the right in political ideology rely
on newspapers as a source less than do those who are female
or consider themselves politically left. This finding
conflicts with data in Table 4 which shows that those
respondents who are older have less trust for the press and
females have more trust the in the press.
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Table 6. Regression between Newspapers as a Source and
Independent Variables (N=20587) .
B
Exp(B)
0.46

1.59***

-0. 01

0. 99*

Age

0.01

1.01***

Sex

-0.22

0.80***

0. 08
***p<. 001

1.09***

Occupation
Political Ideology

Type of Community
* p<. 05
**p<.01

The data in Table 7 show the relationships between the
use of magazines as a source for information on the
European Union with the other sources regressed on the
independent variables. There are only two significant
relationships; they are between occupation and type of
community and the use of magazines a source. Those
respondents who live in areas that they would classify as
large towns stated that they use magazines as a source for
information about the European Union.

Those respondents

who are employed professionals or in management positions
stated that they also use magazines as a source for
information on the European Union.

In fact, those who are

employed professionals or in management positions are 51
percent more likely to use magazines as a source for
information on the European Union.
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Table 7. Regression between Magazines as a Source and
Independent Variables (N=20587)
B
Exp(B)
Occupation

0.41

1. 51***

0 . 004

1

Age

-0.001

1

Sex

-0 . 02

0 . 99

Political Ideology

Type of Community
p<_. 05
**p<.01

0 . 07
***p£.001

„***
1 .^07

The data in Table 8 show the relationships between the
use of television as a source for information on the
European Union, with the other sources regressed on the
independent variables. In Table 8 one can see that the
respondents who are male use television less often as a
source for information on the European Union, which fact
conflicts with Table 4 which shows that males trust
television. Moreover, respondents who are older rely on
television more for information on the European Union.
However, these data conflict with the findings in Table 4,
which show that older respondents do not trust television.
Data in Table 8 and Table 4 show that employed
professionals and those respondents in management positions
are not only 18 percent less likely to trust television but
they are also 18 percent less likely to use television as a
source for information on the European Union.
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Table 8. Regression between Television as a Source and
Independent Variables (N=20587)
B
Exp (B)
Occupation

-0 .20

0. 82

Political Ideology

0. 01

1. 01

Age

0. 01

1. 01***

Sex

-0 .08

0. 93*

-0 .03
***p<.001

0. 98

Type of Community
* p<. 05
**p<. 01

The data in Table 9 show the relationships between the
use of radio as a source for information on the European
Union with the other sources regressed on the independent
variables. The data in Table 9 show significant
relationships between age, sex, and type of community and
using radio as a source for information on the European
Union. As age increases, the use of radio as a source
Table 9. Regression between Radio as a Source and
Independent Variables (N=20587)
B
Exp(B)
Occupation

0.06

1.07

Political Ideology

0. 003

1

Age

0. 01

Sex

-0.11

0. 96**

-0. 05
***p<.001

0.45***

Type of Community
* p<. 05
**p<. 01

1. _01„ * * *
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increases. This finding is at odds with the finding in
Table 3 that shows that older respondents have less trust
in radio. Males and those who live in large towns rely less
on radio as a source. Table 3 shows that respondents who
live in large towns have less trust for radio.
The data in Table 10 show the relationships between
the use of the Internet as a source for information on the
European Union with the other sources regressed on the
independent and control variables. The final table shows
that there are significant relationships between
occupation, age, sex, and type of community and the use of
the Internet as a source for information about the European
Union. Those respondents who are in management positions
and employed professionals
Table 10. Regression between the Internet as a Source and
Independent Variables (N=20587)
Exp(B)
B
Occupation

0. 92

2.50***

Political Ideology

0.01

1.01

Age

-0. 05

0. 96***

Sex

-0.23

0.80***

Type of Community
* p<. 05
**p<. 01

0. 18
***p<. 001

„ ^ ***
1.20
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and those who live in large towns rely on the Internet as a
source for information. Older respondents and males rely
less on the Internet as a source of information.
This chapter shows the relationships between the
proposed hypotheses and the data found in the 64.2
Eurobarometer.

The data were examined through correlations

and regressions.

The relationships support some hypotheses

and did not support others. The hypotheses supported and
those that were not supported will be further discussed in
the next chapter.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The discussion section includes only those
relationships shown to be significant. There is also
comparison of what sources respondents look to for
information about the European Union and types of media
that they trust. This chapter is concluded with suggestions
for further research.
Occupation
The first hypothesis of this study stated that
respondents who are employed professionals or in management
positions will have more trust in the mass media than
respondents who are in other occupations. When the
correlation and regressions that dealt with the
institutions that respondents trust were examined, they
showed that those in professional and management positions
stated that they tend to trust radio and television. Yet
when looking for information on the European Union, they
mentioned newspapers, magazines, and the Internet as the
source that they would use. Therefore, even though employed
professionals and those in management positions trust radio
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and television, they do not use them as sources for
information on the European Union. This hypothesis
initially appeared to be supported by the research findings
in this study.

However, after further examination it

appears that the inconsistencies listed above do not show
support for the hypothesis. This inconsistency could be
explained by the fact that the Internet, newspapers, and
magazines typically give more in-depth information on
topics than do television and radio.
Type of Community
The second hypothesis stated that respondents who
live in rural areas will have more trust in the mass media
than will respondents in urban areas.

Respondents who live

in rural communities responded that they tend to trust
radio and television.

This response was consistent with

the response to the question regarding what source
respondents rely on when looking for information about the
European Union.

Respondents who live in rural communities

rely on the radio for the information on the European
Union. Due to the consistency between the source trusted
and the source used to get information on the European
Union, this hypothesis was supported by the findings in
this study.
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Sex/Gender
The third hypothesis stated that female respondents
will have more trust in the mass media than will male
respondents.

When correlations were examined, females were

likely to trust radio and television.

Sti-11, when

regressions were used they showed that females responded
that they tend to trust the press and that they tend not to
trust television.

Females did not mention any of the

options given when asked what source they use to get
information about the European Union.

This hypothesis is

not supported by this research due to the inconsistencies
in each test.
Age
The fourth hypothesis of this study stated that
younger respondents will have more trust in the mass media
than will older respondents.

As age increased, trust

decreased for trust in the press, radio, and television.
This trend held true for the correlation and regressions
examined.

Older respondents stated that they would use

newspaper, radio, and television as a source for
information about the European Union.
supported by this research.

This hypothesis is

Political Ideology
The final hypothesis stated that respondents with
political views considered right will have more trust in
the mass media than will respondents with political views
considered left.

Those respondents who considered

themselves right regarding political ideology stated that
they tend to trust television.

However, those considered

right did not significantly state that they use television
as a source for information when looking for information on
the European Union.

Thus, this hypothesis is not supported

by this study.
Theory
Conflict theory is somewhat supported by these
findings as a valid theory to explain the relationships
between the dependent and independent variables.

It is

supported in that those in professional and management
positions and those who consider their political views to
be right are more likely to be in the same peer group as
those considered bourgeois.

Conflict theory is not

supported by the finding that as age increases trust
decreases because older respondents would also be more
likely to be in the same peer group as the bourgeois.
Still, it could be argued that the bourgeois tend to live
to an older age. The correlation in the previous chapter
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showed that older respondents are more likely to consider
themselves right in relation to political ideology (r=.02),
thus supporting conflict theory.
It is not known whether the findings related to this
hypothesis support the use of interaction order.

To

determine support for interaction order, the question would
have to ask respondents why they trust certain sources.

It

would need to be determined if they have witnessed an
entrance into the back stage of a media source and if that
is why they stated that they no longer trust that type of
media.
Other theories may better explain the relationship
between trust and the mass media.

The modern sociological

theory known as critical theory may better explain the
relationship.

Critical theory deals with control,

domination, and ideology.

This theory may give a better

idea of the effect that mass media have on individuals and
the role of mass media as part of the cultural
superstructure.

Symbolic interactionism may better explain

how people relate to the mass media.

By examining how

people relate to the mass media, it may offer a better
understanding of trust and the mass media.
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Review of the Literature
One difficulty with this study was that there is
little previous research available regarding the idea of
social trust and the mass media from a sociological
perspective.

Occupation as it related to trust in the mass

media was researched by looking at education and college
major.

The literature mainly discussed these demographics

as having an effect on type of media used.

It was found

that occupation and type of media used had significant
relationships.

The literature stated that females are more

likely to be targeted by the media but that gender has a
weak effect on trust in the media.

In previous literature

age was found to have an effect when coupled with party and
ideology-

Yet, this research found that age had the

strongest relationship to trust in the media.

In previous

research it has been stated that political ideology is the
most significant factor related to trust.

It further

stated that those to the left are more likely to trust than
those to the right politically.

This study found the

opposite to be true.
Suggestions for Further Research
This study revealed that there is a need for further
research.

The dependent variables used in this research

explained very little about trust in television, radio, and

the press.

There is a need for further research to

determine dependent variables that best explain trust in
the media.
A study that shows trust trends over time would be
beneficial to show changes in society-

Research regarding

the levels of trust during times of national crisis would
be telling about the fluctuations of trust.

Times of

national crisis are times when the public is almost forced
to rely on mass media for vital information.
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